Furthermore, to spark conversations around protecting and enhancing our cultural spaces and venues, we provide a platform for local talents to contribute in changing how art is perceived in Vancouver. Through public art—murals in multiplicity—and collaborations, a place for artists in Vancouver, community building, and creating a culture within the city that encompasses a proud sense of ownership and identity. Vancouver Mural Festival is the city's largest free annual celebration of public art. We are invested in making art accessible and inclusive to all—indigenous cultural practices, and artistic expression. Vancouver Mural Festival is a celebration for everyone and we are proud to support the diversity of our community.

Vancouver Mural Festival 2017

Vancouver Mural Festival 2016

Other Murals in Mt Pleasant
1 Milan Basic
2 Spencer Keeton Cunningham
3 Ilya Vyrachev
4 Kingsgate Mall Broadway (anonymous)
5 Mt Pleasant Neighbourhood House
6 Emily Gray
7 Keep Vancouver Wet (anonymous)
8 Loretta Lizzio & Cam Scale
9 Vincent Dumoulin
10 Ilya Vyrachev
11 Milan Basic

Saturday Tours depart from Kafka's: 2525 Main Street